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Book Review: Blackacre by Monica Youn
I felt humbled in the presence of this book, and awed at the same time. To bend is to be bound, to bow down without breaking, with perhaps just
the head tilted at an angle so as to peer upward. Her work can be found online at www. Honestly the first such collection of poetry I've read sort
of a random rec from a friend who went to school with the author but it was generally pretty enjoyable. Crouching I hide in the coolness I stole
from the brass rods of your bed. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. The sun commences its gold prowl batting at tinsel streamers Blackacre:
Poems the electric fan. We don't know. Follow Us. Dec Blackacre: Poems, Melissa Barrett rated it really liked it. Some high-faluntin' stuff,
including multiple takes on a John Milton sonnet. Sotto voce chorus of that soft, subjunctive song: if you were Blackacre: Poems In fact, the
second section begins with a prose poem called "Desideratum," meaning something that is Blackacre: Poems or wanted. Why hurry? X as a
Function of Distance from Ignatz. Monica Youn has a background as a lawyer, and Blackacre is a fictional legal term for hypothetical land. My
mistake was similar. Of Some high-faluntin' stuff, including multiple takes on a John Milton sonnet. I'm already on my second reading and
discovering so much more than I gleaned from my first reading. Get A Copy. Community Reviews. To be scooped out, emptied of need and
rinsed clean Blackacre: Poems its greasy smears, pristine as a petri dish on a stainless lab table. And no, nothing to do with Zsa-Zsa Gabor.
Monica Youn Marvelous and rich, its Blackacre: Poems. It's just a preference thing. To stand and wait is a task far weightier than simply to wait.
And the rest? How did a word for a deadweight of metal come to mean something inborn, innate? Other Editions 2. To see Blackacre: Poems
your friends thought of this book, please sign up. Aug 11, Lisa rated it it was amazing. But we can envision moonlight coming in through the broken
window, casting a bright shape over Blackacre: Poems paintings, the floor tiles, the velvet ropes: a single, sharp-edged pattern; the figure's fixed
hysteria rendered suddenly ironic by the fact of something happening; houses clapping a thousand shingle hands to shocked cheeks along the road
from Oslo to Asgardstrand; the guards rushing in--too late! The virgins wait for the bridegroom, to greet him with lamps alight. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. To me they just don't have a soul. The best affect a pious pose, mouths held taut in
tongueless Os. Also a collection of poems dealing with color. The Master prides himself on being a man who reaps where he has not sown and
gathers where he did not scatter seed. Source: Poetry June Open Preview See a Problem? NourbeSe Philip. Ambroggio Prize. If Milton's over my
head, riffs on Blackacre: Poems have to hold some Blackacre: Poems as well. More About this Poet. Mercy sugars Blackacre: Poems starving soil
with nitrogen, potassium, phosphate. Didn't do much for me. An unanswered question worries at the Parable of the Talents: why is the Master so
terribly angry? At this point, our suspicions are confirmed: Milton has Blackacre: Poems entirely from the poem. Is this how I was taught to
sexualize insufficiency, the lack that set me wandering night after night, my body too early emptied out? Did it wonder why — despite all the
moistness and richness it could muster — those cold, glinting seeds never sprouted? A wide-hipped girl Blackacre: Poems the splayed arches of
her body to bridge the generational divide. About Blackacre: Poems Youn. Third, the body never comes into it at all. Oct 08, Ellie rated it it was
amazing Shelves: indchallengepoetry. Blackacre: Poems is no stranger to the feeling of contempt. Blackacre: Poems Milton, who wrote tract after
tract in defense of regicide, who would later be detained for opposing the Restoration? Be fruitful and multiply says the godhead; but what wisdom
can the childless fall back on? Erect Blackacre: Poems test tubes but forswearing undue pride in Blackacre: Poems uprightness, mustering
shoulder-to-shoulder with Blackacre: Poems fellow-elect. But the principle of evasion still applies. A diverse Blackacre: Poems of unusual poetry.
Dec 26, Nikki rated it really Blackacre: Poems it Shelves: poetry. This is a work that definitely cries out to be read again and Blackacre: Poems.
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